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Motivation

GPUs: highly parallel computing devices:

≈ 1 TFLOPS peak performance

≈ 100 GB/s peak memory bandwidth

Challenges:

GPU cores are both SIMD and parallel
→ Need specialized algorithms and data structures to achieve high performance

GPU memory is separate from system memory
→ Need to take care of CPU-GPU copying

Problem statement: develop efficient GPU linear solvers for OpenFOAM
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Iterative Linear Solvers on GPUs

Steps of CG-like methods on GPUs:

1 BLAS-1 (dot product, αx + βy) – easy

2 Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) – well researched

3 Preconditioning – tricky

All limited by memory bandwidth
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Sparse Matrices

OpenFOAM’s LDU format is not well suited for SpMV on GPUs

Need to convert the matrix to a GPU-friendly format

Can convert just once – only update non-zeros afterwards

Can use formats that trade conversion time for SpMV speed
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Preconditioning

ILU-type methods:

Fast setup

Poor Parallelism

Block ILU:

Slower setup

Limited Parallelism

Approximate inverse:

Slow setup

High parallelism
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Preconditioning on a GPU

AINV:
W TAZ ≈ D

W, Z are upper-triangular, D is diagonal
Fast to apply on a GPU (two SpMVs)
Can play with drop tolerance:

droptol = 1: diagonal preconditioner
→ very fast to apply, many iterations

droptol = 0: exact inverse
→ slow, impractical, but convergence in one iteration

Ideal is somewhere in between
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Constructing the Preconditioner

Constructing AINV may easily take as much time as solving a system using it on a GPU

Can avoid that cost using the following trick:

Matrices on adjacent time-steps are close to each other

The preconditioner from the previous time-step is almost as good as a new one

Can reuse a preconditioner a few times instead of recomputing
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Constructing the Preconditioner: Asynchronous Scheme

When starting a linear solve:

Use coefficients to compute a preconditioner for future systems
(unless it’s already being done)

Solve the system with a preconditioner available from some previous system

Except on the first iteration, preconditioners are obtained almost “for free”
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GPU-specific Optimizations

Reverse row/column order in AINV factors, making both upper-left triangular

Use single precision for the preconditioner

Fully asynchronous CPU-GPU control loop: do not ping-pong several BLAS1
coefficients across PCI-Express on each iteration
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Promising Ideas

Mixed precision solving: > 99% iterations in single precision, a few double-precision
updates to achieve accuracy

Mesh reordering to improve preconditioning: nested dissection method from METIS

Automatic run-time drop tolerance selection
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Future Directions

Multiple CPU cores with one GPU (one workstation/laptop)

Multi-node, multi-GPU

Multigrid
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Questions?

Thanks!
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